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It can be lonely on the innovation front; after all, to innovate is 
to go where none have gone before. Newcastle’s Eighteen04 
is committed to breaking technological frontiers that determine 
how cities function, and on this mission, forming collaborative 
knowledge and experience sharing partnerships with like-
minded organisations is vital.

In June, 2018, Dr. Gunilla Burrowes, Chair of Newcastle’s 
incubator and co-working space Eighteen04, travelled 15,156 
km to Otaniemi, a city 40 minutes west of Helsinki, Finland. 
There, Gunilla met with Sanna Öörni and Antti Ruuska, co-
creation managers of Smart Industry and Energy Systems from 
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland. It soon became 
apparent that the striking similarities between Newcastle and 
Otaniemi would provide strong grounds for an innovation 
partnership.  

 Twin Cities
VTT’s home, Otaniemi, has much in common with 

Eighteen04’s home, Newcastle.
Gunilla comments, “Both Newcastle and Otaniemi have a 

similar size population and both are close to their respective 
capitals (Sydney and Helsinki).”

What’s more, both are involved with innovating the smart city 
revolution. Like Newcastle’s Smart Moves project, Otaniemi 
has a Smart Otaniemi project, which aims to develop a Smart 
Energy Innovation Platform and Ecosystem. The platform and 
ecosystem includes the use of data from a 5G network and 
IoT platform, to, for example, improve the energy efficiency 
of buildings, create more flexible electricity markets, and add 
electric vehicle charging points.

Excitingly, Otaniemi’s Smart Otaniemi project is at a similar 
stage of development as Newcastle City Council’s Smart 
Moves project.

 Twin Innovators
Both Eighteen04 and VTT are leading enablers in their smart 

city environments. In Otaniemi, VTT is contributing the crucial 
experimental piloting environment - the ambitious 6 x 6 x 6 
pilot program aims to release 6 new pilot projects, every 6 
months, for 6 years. While in Newcastle, Eighteen04 is running 
the Start-up Engagement Project of Smart Moves to evaluate 
the best ways to unearth new technologies and support their 
implementation in the Smart City platform which is being rolled 
out now by the Newcastle City Council.

The Future
Otaniemi and Newcastle hope to draw on each other for 

continued exchange of ideas and technologies.
“Right now, we are seeking a way to roll out technologies 

in the Smart Moves project,” says Gunilla. “We are looking 
forward to hearing from VTT about how their 6 x 6 x 6 strategy 
goes, as a possible model to copy. We also plan to keep each 
other informed about the successes and difficulties of the 
technology we implement.”

With a range of future possibilities, it is an exciting new 
collaboration. After all, it can get lonely on the innovation front.

EIGHTEEN04 FINDS A PARTNER IN 
LIKE-MINDED CONNECTION

 

Gunilla Finland VTT June18

NEW  
SPACES  
IGNITE IDEAS

Ready to take  
your startup to the next  
level? The Integrated Innovation 
Network (I2N) offers two modern 
University co-working spaces at 
Hunter St and Williamtown for 
entrepreneurs, inventors  
and researchers. 

Connect, network,  
collaborate and innovate.

NEWCASTLE.EDU.AU/COWORKING

newcastle/edu.au/coworking
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Christina Gerakiteys is the Founder of 
UtopiaX. She is an ideation, innovation 
and creativity catalyst, writes innovation 
programs and facilitates workshops in 
Design Thinking and Passion and Purpose.

We have assisted more than 200 
business customers to identify water 
savings in excess of 1.2 billion litres, 
through initiatives including installing 
efficient fixtures, finding hidden  
leaks, and providing alternate  
water solutions.

Let us help you love water. Find out 
more at hunterwater.com/lovewater

 #HunterInnovate

CHANGE HERALDS IN THE NEW!
Christina Gerakiteys
UtopiaX

Definition: Change
verb -  To make or become different.
noun - An act or process through which something becomes 
different.

We aren’t as averse to change as numerous articles lead us 
to believe. Without change, innovation is an illusion.

Our history is one constant evolution, one long series of 
changes. It might take a little time for us to adjust but adjust we 
do and what was once ‘new’ becomes the ‘new normal’.

Everett Rogers developed the Diffusion of Innovation 
Adoption Curve, where human behaviours were divided into 
the categories of Early Adopters, Early Majority, Late Majority 
and Laggards. Once the ‘new’ is adopted by the Adopters 
and the Majority, it becomes ‘normal’. The Laggards will always 
be a few steps behind.

Have you heard that change is happening at a faster rate 
than ever before?

That’s because humans are driving the change. We are the 
agents of change, constantly on the lookout for the ‘next best 
thing’. And because we are constantly on the lookout for it, there 
are those who are savvy enough to keep providing it to us. 

Heard about exponential change? The term exponential first 
entered the innovation conversation to describe technological 
advances. In 1965, Gordon Moore observed that the number of 
transistors per square inch on integrated circuits doubled every 
year. They were said to be increasing exponentially.

Now everything is exponential!
Just think about how quickly you adapt to and at times even 

crave the latest phone/tablet/laptop/computer. Consider the 
updated model of the car you currently drive? Want one? 
How long did it take you to download the Uber app? Ever used 
online shopping? Watched Netflix? Spoken to Alexa or Siri?

Where do fear and change actually intersect? It’s not lifestyle 
driven (note all of above), but rather when we are threatened. 
And we are nowhere more threatened than in job security. 
Which we equate to lifestyle security. And status.

If we redefine the problem we could presume that it is not 
change we fear but rather the loss of security. We fear losing 
our sense of belonging and our avenue for contribution. We 
fear that we are irrelevant and useless. Change is surrounded 
by the unknown, where ‘insecurity’ thrives.

There is much discussion surrounding Artificial Intelligence 
and how an ever-increasing number of jobs will continue to be 
made redundant. Bartenders are the latest to be disrupted. The 
Nino Robotic Bartender runs a bionic bar. The robot can create 
nearly any drink you can concoct. And of course, there’s an 
app that goes with that so you can pre-order, prepay and pre-
concoct! The increasing number of apps are becoming very 
much like an ‘upsize me’ order.

We fail to acknowledge that we are the creators of AI. Many 
articles and speakers refer to them as an individualised entity.

We fail also to acknowledge how many jobs are created 
because of AI.

As we progress to a reality of driverless vehicles and 
automation, there will certainly be a loss of the mundane, 
auto-pilot jobs. These are the jobs ideal for an AI ‘takeover’. Yet 
we need to acknowledge that there will simultaneously be an 
increase in the number of computer/coding/engineering jobs 
that will be created.

Inevitable change is reflected in the skills required to ensure 
we remain relevant.  What needs to change is our expectation 
of remaining in the same job for an indefinite period, where the 
skills required remain constant. What needs to change is our 
relationship to the concept of life-long learning.

And isn’t that what we have been doing since time began?

For further information contact Christina on 0425 236 156, 
email christina@utopiax.global or visit www.utopiax.global

 

hunterwater.com/lovewater
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Find out how ResTech can enable your ideas

Your Hunter based Registered 
Research Agency helping 

#HunterInnovate come to life

Providing solutions in electrical and 
electronic engineering

restech.net.au

INNOVATION GAME CHANGERS

 #HunterInnovate

With a push towards innovation continuing to fuel projects 
across the Hunter, one local research agency is pushing the 
boundaries on the conventional approach to traditional R&D.

Established with the ability to bridge the gap between 
academia and the commercial imperatives of heavy industry 
and big business, ResTech pride themselves on being able to 
address specific industry based issues; from hazardous areas in 
underground mines to high temperatures in outback Australia, 
enabling innovative R&D solutions to help solve some of the 
industry’s most challenging problems.

In 2013, ResTech were joint winners of the National Engineers 
Australia Innovation Award for the management of Variable 
Speed Drive (VSD) earth leakage currents in fault limited networks, 
culminating in over seven years of research including analysing 
phenomena, developing simulations, conducting underground 
research, educating the industry and developing a protection 
regime to monitor VSDs while protecting plant and personnel.

Clint Bruin, ResTech Principal said “One can often solve 
the problem in the lab, certainly by utilising an academic 
theory but then the real world often gets in the road with 
environmental constraints.”

“What sets us apart as a Registered Research Agency is the 
ability to partner with Academics, who tend to look at large 
intractable problems within the environment, they’re able to 
then collaborate with our team of specialised R&D Engineers 
to come up innovative solutions that fit within a fairly strict 
commercial constraint,” he said.

In 2016, ResTech received $174,000 in research funding from 
the Australian Coal Industry’s Research Program (ACARP) 
to undertake research into electrical protection schemes 
and conducted a broad evaluation about the adequacy of 
past and present systems and approaches, with the aim to 
develop and justify new approaches for electrical protection. 
Off the back of this initial research, ResTech were successful 
in a second round of funding in 2017 of $129,000, to begin 
investigations into adaptive protection schemes with the aim to 
provide a proof of concept to demonstrate and quantify the 
advantages over current practices.

ResTech’s Senior R&D Engineer, Dr Peter Stepien recently 
presented research findings to develop electronically safe 
VSDs at the Mine Electrical Safety Conference in Brisbane. This 
ACARP funded research is in collaboration with the University 
of Newcastle, which looked into modelling and investigative 
techniques that led to the development of an innovative 
hybrid system to minimise the adverse effects that are 
generated by VSDs, focussing on alternative topologies and 
control of switching devices.

ResTech are based at the University of Newcastle’s Callaghan 
campus and have a wide range of research capabilites to help 
enable innovative ideas across a diverse range of industry sectors.

Throat Scope CEO Jennifer Holland won Pitch Tank 2018 in 
Las Vegas, $100,000 prize from Amazon plus recognition and 
mentoring from Steve Forbes, Bernt Ullmann, Kerry Gordy lll, 
John Mackay and Kevin Harrington.

Australian company Throat Scope lead by female founder 
and CEO Jennifer Holland went up against 700 companies 
to take out the top prize and receive recognition from Steve 
Forbes, Bernt Ullmann, Kevin Harrington, John Mackay and 
Kerry Gordy lll.

There were two rounds where the top 23 companies 
competed against each other for the top 5 positions. Each 
company had 5 minutes to pitch their business and investment 
opportunity, then the top five would compete on stage in front 
of 2800 people and five great American judges.

The judges in the final round included Steve Forbes CEO and 
Chief Editor of Forbes, Bernt Ullmann ‘Billion Dollar Branding 
Man’, Kevin Harrington Original Shark from Shark Tank US, John 
Mackay founder of Whole Foods and Kerry Gordy lll son of the 
inventor of Motown.

Throat Scope was awarded the top prize by the judges 
walking away with $100,000 from Amazon and one on one 
mentoring from the judges.

Steve Forbes was very excited about Jennifer’s presentation 
and the Throat Scope company, he said “wow you are on to 
something you have demonstrated clearly you can get these 
things done no matter the market, yes well I’m ready, I’m be 
scotched”

 

AUSSIE START UP WINS USA PITCH 
TANK 2018

restech.net.au
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Each month we will focus on some of the issues 
faced by entrepreneurs. This month’s focus is 
on entrepreneurial burnout. Jordan Jensen is a 
co-founder of BU Coaching and an Emotional 
Intelligence coach and trainer. BU Coaching 
is focused on assisting clients to discover their 
purpose and values.

 

 

ENTREPRENEURS

 #HunterInnovate

THE INTERNAL ENTREPRENEUR
Last year, barely 6 months into co-running BU Coaching, I 

completely burned myself out. 
I was unproductive and apathetic when I wasn’t working. I 

stopped being the energetic, excited, passionate person I used 
to being. 

How did I get into that space? How do many business 
owners? We feel we a need to give ourselves to our businesses, 
feed them with our time, energy and money. We constantly 
make sacrifices to keep the business growing, or at least going.

I started viewing my business as the leech in my life, rather 
than as an expression of my passion.

I was lucky. It only took two months of being away from 
the business, travelling overseas, to realise this is what was 
happening.

Entrepreneurship is about finding the most efficient and holistic 
way of solving a core problem or satisfying a core desire.

In January I had an epiphany. I hadn’t been very 
entrepreneurial with myself. I knew what difference I wanted to 
make in the world but I hadn’t thought about me.

I’d made the mistake of taking care of everyone else and 
satisfying everyone else’s needs and forgot about my own. 
And that’s not a sustainable way to live or to run a business. Not 
without a good dash of resentment melting into the pot.

What did I want? Thinking back, what drove me to 
entrepreneurship wasn’t financial freedom, or the hyped-up 
glory of being an entrepreneur. My drive came from the desire 
to impact the lives of others. It was also about growing me.

Entrepreneurs have to be leaders. To be a leader you have to 
believe in your business, and yourself.

I'm very reserved and sceptical. It takes a lot for me to trust 
so to get to that ‘trust’ point with the business was amazing. 
Entrepreneurs need to live and breathe the message of their 
company and be committed to the values and mission.

Finally, here are three recommendations for aspiring 
entrepreneurs:

Find something you really want to change in the world and 
build a business around it. If the idea equally excites and 
terrifies you, it’s a green light.

Make mistakes and learn to love them.
Find a business partner who you genuinely like as a person 

and who has a similar vision to you. It also helps if they have 
completely different strengths to you.

The City of Lake Macquarie will break new ground by 
creating a vast Smart City network covering an area 
equivalent in size to 23 Sydney local government areas.

The Minister for Urban Infrastructure and Cities, Paul 
Fletcher, officially launched the roll-out of the carrier-grade 
Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN) for the Internet 
of Things (IoT).

Peter Francis, CEO of Dantia, the economic development 
company of Lake Macquarie, said the major infrastructure 
commitment is a game-changer for the region. “This 
network is being installed to support citywide initiatives that 
will enable business and enterprise to drive their own IoT 
projects and enterprises,” Mr Francis said.

“The scale of the Lake Macquarie City infrastructure 
is unprecedented. It will make Lake Macquarie the first 
Australian city to provide 100% commercial-grade IoT 
network coverage to all populated areas across the LGA, 
some 650 square kilometres.”

“The investment in this infrastructure will create significant 
opportunities across Lake Macquarie City for start-ups, 
small and large businesses and open pathways for Lake 
Macquarie Council to build new technology and innovate,” 
Mr Francis added.

Start-ups will have free access to connect to the network 
and businesses and corporates can receive a 15% discount 
if they establish operations in Lake Macquarie City.

Partnerships have already been established with major 
corporations including the University of Technology Sydney, 
Slingshot, Ampcontrol, ResTech and Hunter Water as well as 
start-ups like Marine Connect, Liftango and BinShare, all of 
which are ready to utilise the Lake Macquarie network.

The IoT network is commercially funded for a 20-year 
contract period, delivered via a partnership between 
Dantia, Lake Macquarie City Council and leading IoT 
provider The National Narrowband Network Co (NNNCo).
“With this sustainable, long-term approach to infrastructure 
delivery and the significant incentives for start-ups 
and businesses, we see Lake Macquarie becoming a 
major digital and innovation hub that will attract new 
organisations and jobs to the area,” Mr Francis said.

Minister Fletcher said IoT presents opportunities to improve 
productivity, liveability and service delivery, with benefits 
across many sectors including manufacturing, farming, 
retail, transport and health.

“IoT is estimated to have the potential to add up to $120 
billion annually to the Australian economy by 2025 and Lake 
Macquarie is now positioned to be at the forefront of IoT 
network and infrastructure delivery,” Mr Fletcher said.

NNNCo has been chosen to install and operate the 
network based on its proven ability to deploy low-cost, 
low-power, carrier-grade connectivity and end-to-end IoT 
solutions such as water metering and street lighting.

 

 

LAKE MACQUARIE LEADS DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION

Rob Zagarella, NNNCo Founder & CEO; Peter Francis, Dantia CEO; Cr Kay Fraser, 
Mayor of Lake Macquarie, Hon. Paul Fletcher MP, Federal Minister for Urban 
Infrastructure and Cities; David Spence, NNNCo Founder and Chairman


